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Abstract
The equivalence of a conformal metric on 4-dimensional space-time and a
local eld of 3-dimensional subspaces of the space of 2-forms over space-time
is discussed and the basic notion of transection is introduced. Corresponding
relation is spread to the metric case in terms of notion of normalized ordered
oriented transection eld. As a result, one obtains a possibility to handle
the metric geometry without any references to the metric tensor itself on a
distinct base which nevertheless contains all the information on metricity.
Moreover, the notion of space-time curvature is provided with its natural
counterpart in the transection `language' in a form of curvature endomor-
phism as well. To globalize the local constructions introduced, a certain
ber bundle is dened whose sections are equivalent to normalized ordered
oriented transection elds and locally to the metric tensor on space-time.
The criterion distinguishing the Lorentz geometry is discussed. The result-
ing alternative method of the description of space-time metricity, dealing
with exterior forms foliation alone, seems to be of a power compatible with
one of the standard concept based on the metric tensor.
0. Introduction
Self and anti-self-dual 2-forms are certainly a very useful tool in a number of elds
of mathematical formalism of general relativity and gauge theories. It is well known in
particular that the expansion of curvature forms with respect to special self-dual and anti-
self-dual bases is one of the the most eective ways to obtain the `spinor components' of
curvature which in turn provide most convenient representation of latter for construction
of Einstein equations, classication of conformal curvature and Ricci spinor etc. [1,2].
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2The electromagnetic eld equations are also eectively formulated in terms of self-dual
and anti-self-dual forms. That is in particular a reason why self-dual and anti-self-dual
2-forms are the usual working tool (which is not sometimes mentioned explicitly) in a
search for solution of Einstein equations especially in vacuum and electrovac cases (see for
example [2-7] ). The making use of special families of self-dual and anti-self-dual 2-forms
is the base of so-called vector formalism [8,1]. In [9] they are used for representation of
Einstein equations in the form of `closed dierential ideal' and in [10] for investigation
of integrability of Bianchi identities in vacuum case of Petrov type I. A natural eld
of applications of mentioned families of 2-forms is the theory of complex Riemannian
spaces [11] and especially semi-at (heavens) or semi-algebraic degenerate (hyperheavens)
vacuum solutions of Einstein equations [12-15]. Latter are connected in particular with the
notion of non-linear graviton [16,17,19] and the twistor theory [17-23]. Another important
developing eld where self-dual and anti-self-dual forms serve as indispensable tool are
the recent modications of Ashtekar's approach to canonical gravity formalism [24-34]
including applications in instanton theory [29,35-37].
It is important to observe, however, that these advantages, in several cases maybe
of more technical character, which are peculiar to notion of self-dual and anti-self-dual
2-forms seem to have a common root of a fundamental nature. It is implied by the fact
that the metric uniquely determines and in turn is uniquely determined (up to conformal
factor if no normalizing is taken into account) by the eld of linear subspaces of complex
valued 2-forms space 
2
rather than their bases consisting of self-dual or anti-self-dual
2-forms or any other such sort individual 2-forms.
This important fact might be considered in principle as known one (for example, one
can found a similar statement in the recent preprint [34]) but it has more or less a status
of a `folk theorem' and probably has not been carefully investigated yet. The analysis
yields however the following additional results. The conformal metric class is connected
with the eld of 3-dimensional subspaces of 
2
and `almost every' such eld determines
some conformal metric class. The `eld of subspaces' associated with some metric can be
characterized by certain simple `intrinsic' algebraic properties expressed in terms of binary
exterior product alone. In order to describe a metric (rather than its conformal class)
some normalizing procedure including consideration of additional relations of ordering
and orientation (they are properly introduced and discussed below) has to be introduced.
Furthermore such an important characteristic of metric spaces as the curvature can be
equivalently represented in this language of `elds of subspaces' as well.
It is essential that all the above constructions does not require introduction of metric
tensor. The relevant `arena' is here the foliation of exterior forms alone.
These facts suggest possibility to build up a closed realization of 4-dimensional Rie-
mannian structure in a way independent with orthodox form of Riemannian geometry
based on notion of metric tensor. It is ousted here by the notion of transection of the com-
plex 2-forms space 
2
which means essentially decomposition of 
2
into a direct sum of
two complementary subspaces, the lobes of transection, obeying simple algebraic relations.
It seems dicult to estimate a priory all possible advantages (maybe disadvantages
in some respects) of such an alternative description of metric geometry but one may still
hope that it might give rise to a better insight into the gravitation theory.
3There is a number of works intersecting with subject of this paper [31,38-44]. Maybe
the most closed and profound work which is to be referred to still remains [38] (see also
[39]). Here relations between the metric and special bases of self- and anti-self-dual 2-forms
(S-forms in our terminology) are investigated and a number of statements of our section
1 have their counterparts here. It is mentioned also that the metric tensor implies the
`wedge orthogonal' decomposition of the 2-forms space into 2-dimensional subspaces but
inverse implication is not discussed. There is also a number of works where the metric is
deduced from considerations of self- and anti-self-dual 2-forms but particular bases rather
than subspaces that they span serve as main object of consideration [30,33,40,41,46]. In the
work [31] the crucial role of the eigenspaces of dualizing operator is briey mentioned but
the distinct from our tools (totally null - and -triplanes) are exploited. The connection
of metric with dual operator is also studied in [42-44].
We intend to give here one of the possible closed expositions of the method of 4-
dimensional metric geometry description in the language of exterior forms foliations. In
section 1 the basic denition of transection is given, the canonical bases (S-bases) of 2-
forms space are dened together with corresponding invariance (redundancy) group and
the relations of these objects with conformal metric are discussed. The case of metric
geometry is considered in section 2 ant the basic notion of normalized ordered oriented
transection is introduced. In section 3 the closed `intrinsic' description of transection lobe
is obtained which allows to introduce alternative denition of transection. The relation
of 
2
subspaces associated with conformal metric and the Grassmann manifold C G
6;3
is
established. In section 4 the connection of eld of normalized ordered oriented transections
and certain ber bundles (transection bundles) is discussed. In section 5 the representation
of Riemannian curvature in transection language is investigated. It is analyzed in section 6
what features of the metric description in terms of transections corresponds to the Lorentz
metric case. In section 7 a possible way of real Lorentz metric representation without
complexication of 2-forms space is outlined. In section 8 the main results are accumulated
and briey exposed. In conclusion two levels of metric geometry description in terms of 2-
forms are discussed. Appendix (supmitted separately) contains the proofs that are omitted
in main text.
1. Transection and its algebraic properties
In the rst sections we shall deal with algebraic relations in the Grassmann algebra
over a single point unless opposite is stated.
Let  denote 4-dimensional vector space of 1-forms over the eld of complex numbers
C . The binary operation of exterior multiplication maps its direct square    onto
6-dimensional space 
2
= ^ of 2-forms over C . In turn, direct square of 
2
is mapped
by exterior multiplication onto 1-dimensional space 
4
of 4-forms.
o Denition 1.1 The transection of the space 
2
of 2-forms over C is its decomposi-
tion into a direct sum of two 3-dimensional subspaces
+

2
and
 

2
such that any two
elements chosen from dierent subspaces are wedge-orthogonal.
In other words 
2
is to be represented as follows

2
=
+

2

 

2
; dim
+

2
= dim
 

2
(= 3);
+

2
^
 

2
= 0:
4The subspaces


2
will be called the lobes of transection or simply lobes below. They
enter the transection denition in a completely symmetric fashion and thus have to be
jointed to a disordered pair. It will be convenient, however, to impose some order to
the two element sequence of lobes and call the rst of them, say,
+

2
undotted (or right,
heavenly) lobe while the second one,
 

2
, dotted (respectively left, hellish) lobe. (These
terms receive some justication in the notations that will be introduced below and are
in common use). Since the ordering of lobes is an additional structure introduced for
convenience all the facts that concern the transection itself are to be invariant with respect
to permutation
+

2
 
!
 

2
which occasionally will be called a reection of lobes below.
The wedge-orthogonality of lobes implies some specic properties of the above decom-
position 
2
=
+

2

 

2
.
o Lemma 1.2
1)
Let  be an arbitrary nonzero 2-form. if ^ = 0 for every  2


2
(equivalent record:  ^


2
= 0) then  2


2
.
o Corollary 1.3 For every nonzero element of a lobe there exist the element of the
same lobe which is not wedge-orthogonal to the rst one.
One sees that specifying a lobe of transection, the opposite lobe is unambiguously
specied as well. Indeed, if the triad of 2-forms 
j
; j = 1; 2; 3 constitute the basis of the
rst lobe the second one spans just by the forms  obeying equations  ^ 
j
= 0. We
formulate this fact in the form of
o Proposition 1.4 If a 3-dimensional subspace of 
2
is a lobe of some transection
this transection is specied by it in a unique way (together with the second lobe).
In accordance with transection denition the lobe is characterized by its wedge-
orthogonality with respect to the second one which is dened just in the same way in
terms of relation to the rst. It seems reasonable to break this denition circle and to try
to describe a lobe in terms of its intrinsic algebraic properties. This will be realized in
the section 3 where some corresponding criteria are stated and here we continue with a
description of the algebraic structure of transection and its lobes.
o Lemma 1.5 Every lobe of transection contains a nonzero simple 2-form.
Remark 1.6 This lemma could be considered as particular case of a slightly more general
statement: Every more than 1-dimensional linear subspace of the space of 2-forms over C
contains a nonzero simple element. (For real forms this is not the case).
A similar property concerns with non-simple 2-forms as well in according with
o Lemma 1.7 Every lobe of transection contain a non-simple 2-form.
The next statement describes a content of a lobe in more details.
o Lemma 1.8 Every lobe contains a triad of elements ; ;  such that
 ^  = 0 =  ^  =  ^  =  ^ ;  ^  6= 0 6=  ^ : (1:1)
1)
All the necessary proofs can be found in Appendix which is contained in the second part of
this paper submitted separately.
5Remark 1.9 All these 2-forms are obviously nonzero and linearly independent in total.
They constitute a basis of the lobe.
Remark 1.10 One may assume without loss of generality a fulllment of the additional
equation
 ^  =  2 ^ : (1:2)
These properties of the lobes imply the following important representation of a tran-
section in terms of the special bases of its lobes:
o Theorem 1.11 For every transection there exists a basis 
A
_
B
of the space  of
1-forms such that the collection of 2-forms consisting of
S
AB
= S
BA
=
1
2

_
K
_
L

A
_
K
^ 
B
_
L
(1:3a)
constitutes the basis of the lobe
+

2
and the collection
S
_
A
_
B
= S
_
B
_
A
=
1
2

KL

K
_
A
^ 
L
_
B
(1:3b)
constitutes the basis of
 

2
.
Here the dotted and undotted indices run over the (distinguished) sets f0; 1g and f
_
0;
_
1g
respectively.
The notations used here are borrowed from the spinor algebra and some other usual
modes peculiar to this eld will be used in what follows without additional elucidation. As
a general reference we can point out to [45] although the indices manipulation rule adopted
here is 
B
= 
A

AB
. Such denition is used in [15] and it diers from that in [45].
We shall also employ so called summed spinor indices paralelly with ordinary ones for
objects symmetric in indices of the same kind. Every component of the object possessing m
dotted and n undotted spinor indices and symmetric with respect to them can be identied
by the pair of indices (or unique one if only one sort indices presents), the rst of them
running over the set 0; 1; : : : ; 2
m 1
and the second over the set
_
0;
_
1; : : : ;
_
2
n 1
respectively
(of course, the cases m = 0 or n = 0 must be treated separately in the obvious way).
o Corollary 1.12 For every transection there exist the basis S
AB
of undotted lobe
and the basis S
_
A
_
B
of dotted lobe such that
S
AB
^ S
CD
=
1
3

C
(A

D
B)
S
KL
^ S
KL
6= 0 ) S
(AB
^ S
CD)
= 0; (1:5a)
S
_
A
_
B
^ S
_
C
_
D
=
1
3

_
C
(
_
A

_
D
_
B)
S
_
K
_
L
^ S
_
K
_
L
6= 0; ) S
_
(A
_
B
^ S
_
C
_
D)
= 0; (1:5b)
S
AB
^ S
_
A
_
B
= 0; (1:6)
S
KL
^ S
KL
+ S
_
K
_
L
^ S
_
K
_
L
= 0: (1:7)
The equations (1:5a) or (1:5b) are merely another form of relations (1:1); (1:2); (1:6)
is equivalent to the condition of the wedge-orthogonality of
+

2
and
 

2
; (1:7) is ensured
by the corresponding normalizing of bases. All the relations (1:5 7) are the consequences
of the eqs. (1:3).
6Remark 1.13 The basis S
AB
of the undotted lobe is in fact identical (i.e. diers only
notationally) to any basis that obeys the relations (1:1; 2). Since the latter are equivalent
to (1:5a) we can conclude that (1:5a) is the necessary and sucient condition ensuring the
basis S
AB
to be expressed in terms of some basis 
A
_
B
of  by means of the eq. (1:3a).
The same is true, of course, for (1:5b) and (1:3b) if one deals with the dotted lobe.
o Denition 1.14 The basis of a lobe with the spinor indexing which obeys the rela-
tions (1:5a) (for undotted lobe) or (1:5b) (for dotted one) will be called S-basis. The
elements of S-basis will be called S-forms.
There is no a good name for these objects in the literature. Our one reects more
the notations (introduced initially in [13]) and one might not be gratied by it as well but
since the need to refer to `S-forms' or `S-bases' will meet in almost every paragraph of the
text below it is necessary to introduce some abbreviated name even if it would seem to be
not very successful.
In accordance with remark 1.13 every S-basis can be expressed in terms of some
1-forms basis by means of eqs. (1:3a) or (1:3b) and conversely the possibility of such
representation implies the fulllment of (1:5).
Keeping this in mind let us introduce for convenience the following auxiliary deni-
tions. We shall name the S-bases of the undotted and dotted lobes tted by some tetrad

A
_
B
if these objects obey the eqs. (1:3). If these equations hold only up to a factor common
for all the elements of certain S-basis from the pair these S-bases will be called conformally
tted. Finally, the tetrad 
A
_
B
will be called tting (with respect to given transection) if
the formulae (1:3) dene the bases (tted by denition) of the lobes of this transection.
Then the theorem 1.11 can be recast as follows.
o Theorem 1.11' There exists a tting tetrad for every transection.
The knowledge of S-bases is of course sucient for the specifying of transection but
such its a representation manifests an essential disadvantage to be highly redundant. Our
current purpose is to describe the corresponding arbitrariness. It may be realized as a
certain Lie group of transformations of S-forms.
At rst, it is evident that all the S-forms can be multiplied by any nonzero number.
We shall name such transformations conformal. If the eq. (1:7) is observed the conformal
factors for the undotted and dotted lobes must coincide or at most dier by sign.
Further, all the properties of undotted S-forms are invariant with respect to following
1-complex-parameter groups of transformations:
g
0
();  2 C : (g
0
S)
0
= S
0
; (g
0
S)
1
= S
1
+ S
0
; (1:8a)
(g
0
S)
2
= S
2
+ 2S
1
+ 
2
S
0
;
g
1
();  2 C n0 : (g
1
S)
1
= S
1
; (g
1
S)
0
= 
2
S
0
; (g
1
S)
2
= 
 2
S
2
; (1:8b)
g
2
();  2 C : (g
2
S)
2
= S
2
; (g
2
S)
1
= S
1
+ S
2
; (1:8c)
(g
2
S)
0
= S
0
+ 2S
1
+ 
2
S
2
;
and the cyclic second order group generated by transformation
g
"
: (g
"
S)
0
= S
2
; (g
"
S)
1
=  S
1
; (g
"
S)
2
= S
0
: (1:8d)
7The following commutation rules hold
g
1
()  g
0
() = g
0
(
2
)  g
1
();
g
2
()  g
1
() = g
1
()  g
2
(
2
);
g
2
()  g
0
() = g
0
()  g
1
()  g
2
() where  = (1 + )
 1
if  6=  1;
= g
0
(
 1
)  g
1
(
 1
)  g
2
 
 
 1
(1 + )

 g
"
if  6= 0;
g
"
 g
0
() = g
2
( )  g
"
;
g
"
 g
2
() = g
0
( )  g
"
;
g
"
 g
1
() = g
1
(
 1
)  g
"
:
(1:9)
They imply that all possible compositions of the transformations (1:8) constitute the Lie
group which we denote G
0
. It is isomorphic to SO(3; C ). [Indeed, transformations (1:8) are
represented with respect to basis f(S
0
+S
2
); S
0
 S
2
; 2S
1
g precisely by complex orthogonal
matrices; next, G
0
is obviously 6-real-dimensional and connected; and nally it possesses
two-fold covering as we shall see below.] Since the relation to the orthogonal group we
shall name the transformations (1:8) rotations (and (1:8d), occasionally, discrete rotation).
Notice that the second and third lines of (1.9) enable one to replace the discrete rotation in
favor some composition of `continuous' ones throughout (it will not have however `canonical
ordered' form g
0
g
1
g
2
), for example the representation g
"
= g
2
(1)g
0
( 1)g
2
(1) holds. It
is useful however to keep g
"
in the list (1.8). It use drastically simplies a lot of algebraic
proofs. One of the possible its application is the constructing of the atlas covering the
group G
0
: it consists of two charts, the rst of them contains all the rotations of the form
g
0
 g
1
 g
2
and the second all the rotations g
0
 g
1
 g
2
 g
"
. Eqs. (1.9) imply that this
indeed will be the atlas. (We shall omit below the composition sign `' in formulae).
Eqs. (1.8) involve only one sort of S-forms (undotted ones). There exist exactly the
same arbitrariness for a choice of the elements of dotted S-basis. To describe it, one may
simply add the dots over all the indices in (1.8) (that yields inversely dotted with respect
to (1.8) equations). We shall consider the corresponding transformation group
_
G
0
to be
distinct (although isomorphic) with G
0
. Its elements will be denoted by the same kernel g
but with a dot above: _g.
The groups G
0
and
_
G
0
commute.
o Lemma 1.15 Any two S-bases of any chosen lobe of transection are connected by
the composition of a conformal transformation (possibly trivial) and a rotation.
The rotations of S-basis are naturally connected with the rotations of tetrad. One
has the following
o Lemma 1.16 Let two S-bases S
AB
and
~
S
AB
of the undotted lobe be tted with the
same S-basis of the dotted lobe by means of the tetrads 
A
_
B
and
~

A
_
B
respectively.
Then apart from the obvious possible conformal multiplication to one of the fourth
roots of the unit the tetrads 
A
_
B
;
~

A
_
B
are connected by a certain composition of
8transformations from the following list:
g
0
();  2 C :
g
1
();  2 C n0 :
g
2
();  2 C :
g
"
:
(g
0
)
0
_
A
= 
0
_
A
;
(g
1
)
0
_
A
= 
0
_
A
;
(g
2
)
0
_
A
= 
0
_
A
+ 
1
_
A
;
(g
"
)
0
_
A
= 
1
_
A
;
(g
0
)
1
_
A
= 
1
_
A
+ 
0
_
A
;
(g
1
)
1
_
A
= 
 1

1
_
A
;
(g
2
)
1
_
A
= 
1
_
A
;
(g
"
)
1
_
A
=  
0
_
A
:
(1:10a)
(1:10b)
(1:10c)
(1:10d)
The `inversely dotted' statement holds as well.
Remark 1.17 The set of compositions of transformations (1.10) (that also will be called
rotations) constitutes the group isomorphic to SL(2; C ). The correspondence (1.10)
 
!
(1.8)
is the two-fold universal covering of SO(3; C ) by SL(2; C ). We will denote below as G just
the SL(2; C ) transformations (1.10) and will consider G
0
as the representation of the G. It
is worth noting that the discrete rotations (1:10d) constitute the fourth order cyclic group.
It coincides in fact with the so-called "Sach's transformations" [11].
Another copy of SL(2; C ) =
_
G (dotted rotations) acts on tetrads by means of the
inversely dotted formulae (1.10) (one may easily dene what this precisely means) and has
the SO(3; C )-representation acting on the dotted S-bases and remaining undotted S-forms
unaected.
The property to be conformally tted does not really imply any special incorporation
of individual undotted and dotted S-bases to a distinguished pair as the following corollary
of the lemma 1.15 manifests:
o Corollary 1.18 Any undotted and dotted S-bases are conformally tted.
The prolongation of the property to be tted from the level of S-bases to the level of
tetrads is described by the following
o Lemma 1.19 Let the S-bases S
AB
and S
_
A
_
B
be conformally tted by the tetrad

A
_
B
and the S-bases of the same transection
~
S
AB
and
~
S
_
A
_
B
be conformally tted
by the tetrad
~

A
_
B
respectively. Then 
A
_
B
and
~

A
_
B
are mutually connected by the
composition of (i) conformal transformation, (ii) undotted rotation and (iii) dotted
rotation.
Notice that conformal reection of tetrad 
A
_
B
!  
A
_
B
coincides with g
2
"
and is,
therefore, a rotation.
As a consequence of the corollary 1.18 and the above lemma one has
o Corollary 1.20 Any two tetrads tting with respect to the same transection are
connected by composition of conformal transformation and rotations of both types
Now we are able to state the rst basic result:
o Theorem 1.21 A transection is equivalent to conformal metric.
It should be noted here that we have never mentioned above the complex conjugation
operation and thus the metrics here are assumed to be complex valued ones.
It is easy to see the way of practical connection of the conformal metric and transection.
A transection equipped every lobe with a family of S-bases in accordance with theorem
91.11. Due to the corollary 1.18 any pair of S-bases of dierent lobes is tted by some tetrad

A
_
B
. Having any such tetrad, one may introduce the following symmetric (and obviously
non-degenerated) second order tensor g
g = 
A
_
B

 
_
B
A
(1:11)
It is easy to see that it does not depend on the arbitrariness involved in its denition (apart
of the conformal rescaling). It is just this metric tensor which is provided by the theorem
above (see also its proof in Appendix for more details).
To `extract' the transection from the metric, let us notice at rst that any non-
degenerate symmetric tensor g can be reduced (over C ) to a diagonal form
g = 
a


a
; a = 1; 2; 3; 4 (1:12)
where 1-forms 
a
constitute the basis of . The corresponding spinor indexing may be
introduced by the transition to tetrad 
A
_
B
in the following way:

00
.
= 
3
+ i
4
; 
11
.
=  
3
+ i
4
;

01
.
= 
1
+ i
2
; 
10
.
=  
1
+ i
2
:
Then the eq. (1.11) turns out to be equivalent to (1.12) and the formulae (1.3) yield the
S-basis of undotted and dotted lobes of some transection. The latter does not depend on
the arbitrariness in the choice of tetrad 
a
(see the proof in Appendix).
o Corollary 1.22 All the elements of transection lobes are invariant with respect to
dualyzing (Hodge) operator determined by metric which in turn is associated with
transection.
The lobes of transections consist of anti-self-dual (undotted lobe) and self-dual (dotted
lobe) 2-forms and this property of S-forms is well known and widely used (see for example
[33] and references therein). It is reasonable however to apply possible denition of lobes
as (anti-)self-dual subspaces with respect to Hodge operator only if one begins from the
metric tensor whose knowledge is necessary to specify Hodge dual. On the contrary, if it
is a transection that is considered as primary object the metric itself should be dened as
determining Hodge operator with necessary properties. In any case self-duality does not
play a noticeable role in our approach.
There is also explicit formula expressing metric tensor (1.11) in terms of holonomic
components of S-forms. It can be represented as follows (cf. [46,30,33]):
p
detgg =
4
3
"

S
L
K 
S
M
L 
S
K
M 
dx


 dx

: (1:13)
Here x

are some coordinates, S
L
K 
are the components of S-forms with respect to
holonomic basis dx

^ dx

, i.e. S
AB
= S
AB 
dx

^ dx

.
The sense of eq. (1.13) becomes quite transparent if one use `tetrad' components of
S-forms instead of holonomic ones. Indeed, if we dene tetrad components of S-forms
S
L
K M
_
MN
_
N
by means of expansion S
L
K
= S
LM
_
MN
_
N
K

M
_
M
^ 
N
_
N
then
S
L
K M
_
MN
_
N
=
1
2

L
N

KM

_
M
_
N
:
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and straightforward calculation yields

abcd
S
L
K ra
S
M
L bc
S
K
M ds

r

 
s
=
(
AD

BC

_
A
_
C

_
B
_
D
  
AC

BD

_
A
_
D

_
B
_
C
)S
L
K R
_
RA
_
A
S
M
L B
_
BC
_
C
S
K
M D
_
DS
_
S

R
_
R

 
S
_
S
=  
3
4

RS

_
R
_
S

R
_
R

 
S
_
S
=
3
4
g:
On the other hand 
abcd
S
L
K ra
S
M
L bc
S
K
M ds

r

 
s
= det k

a
k 

S
L
K 
S
M
L 
S
K
M 
dx


 dx

where 

a
are dened by equation 

a

a
= dx

. The determinant of
matrix k

a
k is determined from relation g



a


b
= g
ab
where g
12
= 1 = g
34
and other
g
ab
vanish which yields det k

a
k = (detg)
 1=2
. Then the eq. (1.13) follows.
2. Normalized ordered oriented transection and metric tensor
The main subject of this work is the description of a metric geometry rather than
a conformal one. The reduction of geometry may be achieved by means of a certain
normalizing procedure although latter seems to be a bit less natural than that we have
seen above. We begin with
o Denition 2.1 Normalizer is a nonzero 4-form.
Let some normalizer ! be chosen and xed. Let some transection be given.
o Denition 2.2 The S-basis S
AB
of undotted lobe will be called normalized if
S
AB
^ S
AB
= 3i!: (2:1a)
The dotted S-basis S
_
A
_
B
is normalized if
S
_
A
_
B
^ S
_
A
_
B
=  3i!: (2:1b)
(cf. (1.7)).
If S
AB
is a normalized S-basis then
~
S
AB
=  S
AB
is a normalized S-basis as well. It
is reasonable to consider them to be oppositely oriented. It can be realized in frames of
the following
o Denition 2.3 We shall say that two normalized S-bases of the same lobe are of
equal orientation if they are connected by a rotation only. The class of all S-bases
those every pair is of equal orientation will be called the orientation of a lobe.
It is evident that S-bases are not of equal orientation if and only if they are connected
apart from a rotation by the conformal reection also, i.e.
~
S
AB
=  gS
AB
. The `equal
orientation' is the equivalence relation and there are exactly two classes of normalized S-
bases of equal orientation and they have no common elements. One may say therefore that
any two normalized S-bases that are not of equal orientation are of opposite orientation.
All the above remarks on the orientation are of course valid for the dotted S-bases as
well.
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The notion of orientation of lobe enables one to specify the corollary 1.18 to the case
of normalized transections.
o Proposition 2.4 Any S-basis of the chosen orientation specied by a certain lobe
of normalized transection is tted with all S-bases of one and only one of two pos-
sible orientations of the opposite lobe and is not tted with any S-basis of another
orientation.
This property means that xing orientation of one lobe one can distinguish in a canon-
ical way one of two possible orientations of another lobe (that which contains S-bases tted
with properly oriented S-bases of the rst lobe). Thus orientations of opposite lobes are
canonically joined in pairs.
o Denition 2.5 A pair of canonically co-ordinated orientations (in the way described
above) is named orientation of normalized transection.
There are exactly two dierent orientations of normalized transection.
Let us notice now that every undotted S-basis can be expressed in terms of some tetrad
by the formula (1:3a) and, moreover, such a tetrad is specied up to dotted rotations. The
eq. (1.11) then determines a metric which is not aected by arbitrariness in the choice
of tetrad. Further, if one changes the orientation of S-basis (for example, by means of
conformal reection) then this will result in the change of a metric sign. The second possible
arbitrariness aecting the metric is the dierent ordering of the lobes i.e. a choice what a
lobe will be called undotted one. The undotted lobe is not `better' in any respects than
the dotted one and vice versa. Thus, initially, any of two lobes may be called `undotted'. If
the xed normalizing of transection is observed, change of `initial ordering' of lobes yields
the additional factor i as it concerns with a metric. The formal cause of this factor is the
eq. (1.7), one can also see from (2.1) that the same eect is achieved by the reversing of
normalizer sign with constant lobes. We can assemble these facts in the form of
o Proposition 2.6 The pair ftransection, normalizerg species the symmetric non-
degenerate second order tensor up to multiplication to one of the fourth roots of unit.
Notice that the reversing of sign of the normalizer does not aect the family of tensors
(`metrics') mentioned in proposition. This is useful to take in mind if one deals with non-
orientable manifold where continuous eld of normalizer (nonzero 4-form) might not exist.
The existence of `eld' of nonzero 4-form dened up to sign does not require orientability of
manifold and it is sucient for construction of the `eld' of metric xed up to multiplication
to 1
1=4
.
More denitely the relation of transection and metric requires introduction of the
following notion.
o Denition 2.7 Let us consider the set of collections ftransection, the ordering of
lobes, normalizer, transection orientationg. We will call two such objects equivalent if
they are either identical or
(i) both transections coincides and
(ii) the ordering of lobes are opposite and
(iii) normalizer from one collection equals minus normalizer from another one and
(iv) if S
_
A
_
B
is the oriented S-basis of dotted lobe from the rst collection then the
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triad of 2-forms
~
S
0
= S
0
.
;
~
S
1
= S
1
.
;
~
S
2
= S
2
.
;
is the oriented S-basis of the undotted lobe from the second collection.
Of course the last condition is meaningful only when all the previous ones are fullled.
o Denition 2.8 The class of objects equivalent in accordance with denition 2.7
constitutes normalized ordered oriented transection.
The following basic theorem holds.
o Theorem 2.9 Every normalized ordered oriented transection determines unique
metric tensor and vice versa.
3. Closed characteristic of transection lobe
In accordance with the initial denition of a transection lobe (see denition 1.1 and
discussion below it) it is specied in terms of relation to another lobe which, due to
proposition 1.4, cannot involve any arbitrariness and, in turn, is determined by the same
relation to the rst one. It is desirable to break this loop of denitions and to develop a
closed description of a lobe in terms of its algebraic properties as a subspace of 
2
. Such
a result would enable one to get a better insight to the sense of the transection notion
providing it by an indication of logical completeness.
To begin with, let us introduce the following useful auxiliary notion.
o Denition 3.1 A subspace
?

2
of 
2
will be called complete if for every simple
nonzero 2-form  2
?

2
there exist a simple 2-form  2
?

2
such that  ^  6= 0.
In accordance with remark 1.6 the completeness notion is not vacuous for more than
1-dimensional subspaces.
Preliminary description of a lobe is provided by the following criterion.
o Proposition 3.2 3-dimensional subspace
?

2
of the space of all 2-forms 
2
is a lobe
of some transection if and only if it is complete.
It holds for both lobes of course.
The proof (see Appendix) is based on the following simple remark.
o Lemma 3.3 For every nonzero 2-form  belonging to (say, undotted) lobe of tran-
section there exists an S-basis (normalized if desirable) of the lobe such that  = S
0
for simple  and  = kS
1
for non-simple  (k is some nonzero number).
For the dotted lobe one has a similar statement of course.
The lobe description provided by the proposition 3.2 becomes more transparent if one
takes in account the following fact:
o Proposition 3.4 Any two nonzero simple elements of the lobe of some transection
are not wedge orthogonal.
It is implied, in particular, by the second separability criterion:
o Theorem 3.5 3-dimensional subspace
?

2
of 
2
is a lobe of some transection if and
only if its every 2-dimensional subspace contains a non-simple 2-form.
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Remark 3.6 Due to remark 1.6 and lemma 1.7 every 2-dimensional subspace of a lobe
is spanned by a pair of simple and non-simple elements. The vanishing or non-vanishing
of their wedge product is the invariant characteristic of subspace. If it vanishes the simple
element is unique (up to a scalar factor) otherwise there are two `simple directions' in
subspace.
Theorem 3.6 forbids a lobe to possess of more than 1-dimensional subspaces consisting
of simple elements only. It is convenient to introduce the following terminology:
o Denition 3.7 More than 1-dimensional linear subspace of 
2
will be called a sim-
plest one if the wedge product of any two its elements (including coinciding ones)
vanishes.
In particular a simplest subspace consists of simple elements only. The reversing state-
ment holds as well: if subspace consists of the simple elements only it is simplest. Simplest
subspaces are of course not complete. A useful example of the simplest 3-dimensional
subspace of 
2
is one spanned by the elements 
1
^
2
;
2
^
3
;
3
^
1
.
Now the theorem 3.5 can be recast as follows:
o Theorem 3.5' 3-dimensional subspace
?

2
of 
2
is a lobe of some transection if and
only if it admits no simplest subspaces.
It turns out however that a priori restriction to the dimension of a `candidate' to
transection lobes can be dropped out due to the following
o Lemma 3.8 Any subspace of 
2
whose dimension exceeds 3 contains a simplest
subspace.
It implies the following main criterion:
o Theorem 3.9 The subspace
?

2
of 
2
is a lobe of some transection if there exists
its complement


2
, 
2
=
?

2



2
, such that neither
?

2
nor


2
contain simplest
subspaces.
(We use here these somewhat exotic notations in order to emphasize that
?

2
may be
interpreted either as
+

2
or
 

2
and then


2
will be
 

2
or
+

2
respectively).
The requirements of the latter theorem can be considered as another denition of
transection alternative to initial denition 1.1. It is important that here we have no a
priori restrictions on the dimensions of lobes.
o Denition 3.10 The transection of the space 
2
of 2-forms over C is its decompo-
sition into a direct sum of two subspaces such that neither of them possesses simplest
subspaces.
The conditions of applicability of the theorem 3.5 are obviously stable with respect
to slight \motions" of the subspace
?

2
. In more precise terms this means that the set of
all (3-dimensional) subspaces of 
2
which may be considered as lobes of some transections
(i.e. in accordance with the theorem 1.21 produce some conformal metrics) is open in
the space of all 3-complex-dimensional subspaces of 
2
, the Grassmann manifold C G
6
;
3
.
Moreover, such set is dense in C G
6
;
3
as well. We have the next basic theorem.
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o Theorem 3.11 The set of all complex conformal metrics (over a point) is in 1-
to-2 correspondence with the open dense subset of the Grassmann manifold of 3-
dimensional subspaces of 6-dimensional complex vector space.
This map is a twofold mapping because every two subspaces of 
2
that are the opposite
lobes of some transection are distinct as points of Grassmann manifold but determine the
same conformal metric class.
4. 4-dimensional Riemannian structure and transection bundle
In principle one may suggest a number of dierent ways of representation of the space-
time metric structure.
The basic one is the using of a symmetric non-degenerated second rank tensor eld.
But the conformal metric can be also exhaustively described by means of the specifying of
the set of null cones formed by null geodesics emanating from a point which in turn runs
through the whole space-time manifold (see for example [47]). If additionally the volume
element (some non-zero 4-form) is specied a proper alternative description of the metric
structure arises.
The approach based on transections yields another `independent' description of the
Riemannian structures although it suits to the case of dimension 4 alone.
Indeed, it is natural to consider all the constructions introduced above to be based
on the exterior cotangent algebra over a point of some 4-dimensional manifold (real or
complex holomorphic) which will be called a space-time for brevity. If one `attaches' a
transection to every point and makes this in a special `continuous and smooth' manner
the description of the conformal metric structure alternative to canonical one arises. In
a similar way a `continuous and smooth' eld of normalized ordered oriented transections
yields a proper description of the ordinary metric properties of space-time (It is evident
that for complex holomorphic manifold the metric structure will be complex holomorphic,
meanwhile in the `real' case most natural way leads just to Lorentzian metrics as we shall
see below). Every metric can be realized in such a way, at least locally.
Further, if one need to dene a notion of `global eld' of some object in may achieve
this by means of explicit denitions of `local elds' of this object in coordinate neighbor-
hoods and, additionally, the rules connected such local elds in neighborhood intersections.
Another and maybe more plausible way which yields a rigorous base for a former one as
well is to introduce some ber bundle over underlying manifold and then the elds may
be realized as the sections of the bundle in according with general theory [48,49]. The
receipt of construction of such a ber bundles assumes specication of the group which
consists of transformations mapping arbitrarily chosen object to another arbitrarily chosen
one (structure group) and another group that retains every object unaected.
We shall outline in this section some primitives for such transection bundle handling.
The word `object' here means normalized ordered oriented transection, the space where
the groups acts is 
2
.
Let a (pseudo- or complex-)Riemannian space-time be covered by a family of connected
opened sets (coordinate neighborhoods) such that every open set is parallelizable and there
are smooth (holomorphic on complex manifold) covector elds over it (a tetrad of 1-forms)
that yields the metric tensor elds by equation (1.11) (or, equivalently, (1.12)). Then
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the formulae (1.3) yield the smooth elds of undotted and dotted S-forms of conformable
orientation satisfying identities (1.5-7) over the corresponding coordinate neighborhoods.
Moreover, one has a normalized oriented ordered transection over every point of neighbor-
hood. Their collection may be called a local transection eld. Local normalizer eld can
be determined by the formula ! = (3i)
 1
S
AB
S
AB
.
Over a point common for two coordinates neighborhoods the corresponding tetrads
of orthonormal 1-forms are connected by the O(4; C ) transformations and this transfor-
mation smoothly (or holomorphically) depends on a point. The group acting on S-forms
is described as follows. Using lemma 1.15 one can show that lifting to the level of S-bases
the orthonormal relation of the bases of 1-forms implies that S-forms are connected by
composition of
(i) SO(3; C )-equivalent rotations independent for dotted and undotted S-bases that `keep
the lobes unchanged' and
(ii) mutual interchange of undotted and dotted S-bases
(that changes lobes interchanging them but retains the transection itself; it can be con-
nected with reection of some element of tetrad, i.e. with non-proper transformation from
O(4; C )).
These transformations of S-forms are exactly those which do not aect the metric
tensor connected with chosen elds of S-bases. We may specify the corresponding group I
acting in 
2
and keeping the metric connected with S-bases as semidirect product of the
following form
I = (SO(3; C ) SO(3; C ))
j
Z
2
:
The factors in parentheses are the undotted and dotted rotations groups, the only non-
trivial element of Z
2
acts on factors by means of the map j which simply interchanges
them.
Let us notice now that eqs. (1.5-7) being necessary and sucient restrictions that
guarantee S-bases to be connected with some transection are at the same time equivalent
to requirement for the following collection of 2-forms

1
= S
0
+ S
2
;

4
= iS
0
.
+ iS
2
.
;

2
= iS
0
  iS
2
;

5
= S
2
.
  S
0
.
;

3
= 2S
1
;

6
= 2iS
1
.
(4:1)
to be weakly orthonormal with respect to wedge product. This means that only 
j
^ 
j
(without summation over j) are nonzero and the values of these 6 products are the same
for all j.
We see therefore that any two collections of S-bases that correspond to some transec-
tions (which may be dierent) are connected by some transformation from 6-dimensional
conformal group, a direct product C

 O(6; C ) where C

is the multiplicative group of
nonzero complex numbers.
It is insucient however for S-forms to obey eqs. (1.5-7) in order to determine the
tted S-bases. It is clear that exactly one from two weakly orthonormal -bases that dier
only by orientation (in the sense of linear spaces theory) yields tted S-bases because the
change of orientation of -bases (4.1) can be realized as the reversing of signs of their
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rst three elements that in turns implies conformal reection of undotted lobe. Thus
if one constructs the 6-basis
~

j
by means of O(6; C ) transformation from a given 6-
basis 
j
which is implied by some tted S-bases then exactly one of two collections
~

j
and
^

j
= f 
~

a
;
~

a+3
g; a = 1; 2; 3 will yield the tted S-bases (and therefore some
metric). But the transformation
~

j
!
^

j
is a non-proper O(6; C )-rotation in fact. Then
the connectedness reasons suggest that the relevant orthonormal transformations mapping
transection to transection are exactly proper ones. Thus one must narrow down the above
mentioned group to special conformal group CSO(6; C ) = C

 SO(6; C ).
Thus the existence of global eld of tted S-bases implies the existence of a section of a
principal bundle with the structure group CSO(6; C ) (and then this bundle will be trivial).
But such a requirement is too strong for our purposes. We need to dene the global eld of
normalized oriented ordered transections, not S-bases themselves. The former correspond
to the ber bundle associated with mentioned above whose ber T is a the factor space
with respect to group I which changes S-bases but does not aect transection:
T = CSO(6; C )=I = C

 SO(6; C )=f(SO(3; C ) SO(3; C ))
j
Z
2
g:
The elds of S-bases exist over coordinate neighborhoods but in their intersections corre-
sponding S-bases do not coincide in general being connected by transformations from the
group I.
One can easily show that the group CSO(6; C ) acts on the space T eectively since
I does not involve any its normal subgroup [48].
o Denition 4.1 We shall call the bundle over space-time manifold with the structure
group CSO(6; C ) and typical ber T the transection bundle.
One has the following non-local version of the theorem 2.9:
o Theorem 4.2 The complex metric structure on the 4-dimensional manifold (real or
complex holomorphic) can be specied by a section of the transection bundle over this
manifold.
As usually, the sections of the transection bundle are interpreted as elds of normalized
ordered oriented transections.
It is worth noting that existence of a section of the transection bundle does not imply
generally speaking the existence of a eld of non-zero 4-form (orientation in case of real
manifold). The normalizer yielded by the section is a smooth eld only over the coordinate
neighborhood but it may reverse the sign during transition to another neighborhood in
their intersection.
5. Curvature endomorphism
Besides the metric tensor itself which is encoded in our formalism by the oriented
ordered normalized transection the description of metric space includes also the tensor
object of a compatible importance, the curvature. It may be represented in a number of
alternative forms and here we shall see how the curvature notion can be translated to the
transection language.
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It is well known that local elds of triads of anti-self-dual and self-dual 2-forms that
are dened in terms of null tetrads by the formulae (1.3) and obey the eqs. (1.5-7) (i.e.
S-bases in our terminology) can be used for eective and exhaustive description of the
Levi-Civita connection associated with the metric (1.11). With connections in hands, the
Riemannian curvature can be introduced in a natural way as well (corresponding equations
will be given below). Such a description, however, inevitably involves additional specic
arbitrariness which is usually called gauge freedom and is due to the fact that metric
does not specify S-forms uniquely. Nevertheless it turns out that if one transforms the
curvature description mentioned above to the language of transection elds then the gauge
arbitrariness disappears and a rather natural and transparent independent realization of
the curvature of Riemannian space comes of. The `alternative metric description' can
therefore be lifted to a level of curvature.
To clarify the approach based on the use of transection elds let us remind at rst
how a curvature (and connection) is described in terms of S-bases.
The undotted connection 1-forms  
AB
=  
BA
(3 dierent components) obeys the rst
structure equations
dS
AB
  2 
C
(A
^ S
B)C
= 0
(5:1)
and are determined by them in a unique way provided the eqs. (1.5-7) are satised. The
inversely dotted version of eq. (5.1) yields dotted connection forms  
_
A
_
B
=  
_
B
_
A
. The
collection f 
AB
; 
_
A
_
B
g involves all the information on the Levi-Civita connection associated
with metric (1.11).
Next, the second structure equations


A
B
= d 
A
B
+  
A
C
^  
C
B
(5:2)
determine undotted curvature 2-forms 

AB
= 

BA
. The inversely dotted equations hold
as well and determine dotted curvature 2-forms 

_
A
_
B
= 

_
B
_
A
. The collection f

AB
;

_
A
_
B
g
describes comprehensively the corresponding Riemannian curvature.
The undotted and dotted curvature forms admit the expansions with respect to the
S-bases of the following form:
 

A
B
= C
AC
BD
S
D
C
+C
A
_
C
B
_
D
S
_
D
_
C
 
1
12
RS
A
B
; (5:3a)
 

_
A
_
B
= C
_
A
_
C
_
B
_
D
S
_
D
_
C
+C
C
_
A
D
_
B
S
D
C
 
1
12
RS
_
A
_
B
; (5:3b)
Here C
ABCD
= C
(ABCD)
and C
_
A
_
B
_
C
_
D
= C
(
_
A
_
B
_
C
_
D)
are the spinor components of the confor-
mal curvature (constituting undotted and dotted Weyl spinors), C
AB
_
C
_
D
= C
(AB)(
_
C
_
D)
are
the spinor components of the traceless part of the Ricci tensor (Ricci spinor respectively)
and R is the scalar curvature.
We dene these spinor objects by the expansions (5.3) but it is also possible to connect
them with the standard denitions via the null tetrad which is implied by eqs. (1.3). Then
the curvature spinors component turn out to be the C -linear combinations of various
contractions of Riemann tensor (and its dual) with elements of tetrad. There are no
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reasons however for us to involve this primordial interpretation and eq. (5.3) will be
considered here as basic denitions of irreducible curvature spinors.
It is worth noting that the expansions (5.3) are not of the most general possible
form. For example, they does not involve such terms as C
C
(A
S
B)C
and C
_
C
(
_
A
S
_
B)
_
C
for some
symmetric C
AB
; C
_
A
_
B
respectively (assuming that all free indices in (5.3) are lowered).
Additionally, the same spinor C
AB
_
C
_
D
and scalar R enter dierent eqs. (5:3a) and (5:3b)
that also would not be the case for generic expansions. These features reect in fact the
well known characteristic symmetries of Riemann tensor and moreover they are equivalent
to them.
In order to dene the curvature globally one need not assume that the S-form and,
accordingly, connection and curvature forms are dened on the whole underlying manifold.
It is sucient to specify them over every coordinate neighborhood that constitute the atlas
covering the manifold. On the chart intersection they have to be connected by certain
transformations of course. For S-forms corresponding transformations are undotted and
dotted rotations possibly accompanied by the transformation described in the item (iv) of
denition 2.7. These transformations yield certain transformations of the connection and
curvature forms implied by the structure equations. Thus an additional index enumerating
charts should be attached strictly speaking to all objects involving in the above formulae.
As to the transformation rules for the curvature forms the following fact is well known:
o Theorem 5.1 When the eld of S-bases is undergone a rotation (smoothly depen-
dent on a point) the curvature 2-forms are transformed exactly in the same way.
Formally

[gS] = g
[S]:
Transformations of connection forms can be easily obtained as well but we shall not
need them here.
The formulae (5.2) may be considered as local maps of the set of local elds of S-bases
to 
2
(considered here as the space of elds of 2-forms over space-time manifold or some
coordinate neighborhood) but really there exist a much stronger relation. To see this, let
us introduce the following
o Denition 5.2 Let a local eld of normalized ordered oriented transections be given.
Let us dene for every local eld  of elements of undotted lobe induced by transection
a local `eld' of 2-form 

+
() specifying its value in every point p of neighborhood as
follows:
 if 
jp
= 0 then 

+
()
jp
= 0;
 if 
jp
6= 0 but ( ^ )
jp
= 0 then there is a normalized oriented undotted S-basis
such that 
jp
= S
0
jp
: S-basis S
AB
implies curvature 2-forms 

AB
and we dene


+
()
jp
= 

0jp
;
 in the last case (^)
jp
6= 0 there exists a normalized oriented undotted S-basis such
that 
jp
= kS
1
jp
for some nonzero function k, at least in some vicinity of p. S-basis
S
AB
implies unique curvature 2-forms 

AB
and we dene 

+
()
jp
= k

1jp
:
The map 

+
:
+

2
! 
2
may be called undotted curvature map. The dotted curvature
map 

 
:
 

2
! 
2
can be dened in a similar way with the only dierence that the dotted
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S-bases must be used and they must be considered to be oriented if they are tted with
oriented undotted S-bases. Besides, the normalizing is understood in accordance with eq.
(2:1b).
Due to unique decomposition 
 = 

+
 

 
implied by transection one may dene
now the curvature map

 = 

+


 
: 
2
=
+

2

 

2
! 
2
which depends of course on transection entering the above denition.
o Theorem 5.3 The curvature map is correctly and uniquely dened and is an endo-
morphism. It is determined by the eld of normalized ordered oriented transections
and exhaustively characterizes the Riemannian curvature as it is usually dened.
Indeed, the denition 5.2 provides us with a constructive denition of the curvature
map but does not guarantee that the result will be unique, continuous and smooth because
some arbitrariness due to possible dierent choices of S-bases involved in it. Additionally
dierent items of denition have to be matched continuously and smoothly which also
needs a separate proof. Theorem 5.2 yields such a necessary proof of the correctness of
denition 5.2.
The following remark is rather essential.
Remark 5.4 The fact that the curvature tensor for Riemann space is in fact a eld of
endomorphisms on the bundle of second order antisymmetric tensors (2-forms) is of course
well known. These endomorphisms can be restricted to the spaces of eld of all anti-self-
dual and self-dual 2-forms (that is equivalent to decomposition 
2
=
+

2

 

2
yielding
the maps formally coinciding with our 

+
;

 
). The corresponding formulae will be of the
form
Riem : S

! S

R


(the Greek letters are the tensorial indices here). In our approach a similar equation is
observed as well but a rather dierent sense is to be attributed to it. Indeed, in the
Riemann-Christoel interpretation, the curvature R


is the derivative of the metric
tensor, it is dened (and determined) in terms of its components without any relation
to S

which is in turn arbitrary antisymmetric tensor having no relation to the metric
there. As to our approach, we determine in fact the whole `aggregate' S

R


(in the
way specied by denition 5.2 in fact) and this is made without any explicit reference to
the metric tensor. Of course, afterwards one may separate the components R


and
they will coincide with ones calculated in a classical way but in any case they are not
directly connected with the metric (of course if it is not regarded in a generalized way as
`property of metricity') as far as one speaks about their origin. In our case the curvature
endomorphism is determined by [normalized ordered oriented] transection itself and could
be named a transection curvature as well.
Although the values the of curvature map are really calculated by means of the formu-
lae (5.1,2) the map is of more fundamental nature then simply their repetition. Meanwhile
the eqs. (5.1,2) may be considered at best as a map (second order dierential operator in
fact) from the set of S-bases to 
2
, the curvature endomorphism is the endomorphism of
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
2
itself and does not depend on any denite S-forms. It is determined by the transec-
tion and exhaustively characterizes, in particular, the curvature of metric associated with
transection. Together with the notion of transection itself the curvature map can be used
as a second basic object for the `alternative' description of the metric structure.
Remark 5.5 Unfortunately, the curvature endomorphism depends on the `initial' choice
of the ordering and orientation of transection eld but these dierent choices yields simply
multiplication to a constant from a nite set.
It is worth noting here that two `halves' 

+
;

 
of the curvature map are not inde-
pendent. The basic cause of this fact is a unique xation of the second lobe of transection
when the rst one is specied (proposition 1.4). Since either curvature half-map 

+
or


 
are determined by the corresponding elds of lobes we may conclude that the both
half-maps are implied by the one sort lobes distribution. It is reasonable to conjecture
further that the lobe is determined by the corresponding curvature half-map since such a
link can be formally realized as a system completely integrable equations (5.1,2) (together
with the corresponding `undotted Bianchi identities' which are not considered here) al-
though this dependence is not 1-to-1. Then the rst lobe implies the eld of opposite one
and nally the eld of the opposite curvature half-map. In this sense the opposite halve
of the curvature map is connected with the rst one and in this sense they are mutually
dependent. In any case, a knowledge of the only one (undotted or dotted) substructures
enables one to restore the whole transection (and metric) structure.
Due to expansions (5.3) and taking into account an obvious fact that every individual
component 

AB
(or 

_
A
_
B
) is an image of some element of
+

2
(
 

2
respectively) under
the curvature endomorphism we have the following
o Proposition 5.6 The normalized ordered oriented transection eld species a vac-
uum solution of the Einstein equations if and only if the half 

+
(or 

 
) of the
curvature endomorphism is the endomorphism of the lobe
+

2
(respectively
 

2
) it-
self. Then the opposite half of curvature map possesses the same property.
Remark 5.7 The locally at space-time corresponds to trivial curvature endomorphism.
But although the halves of the curvature map are in a certain sense dependent it is well
known that the vanishing of one of them does not imply the vanishing of another. In such a
case this second non-vanishing half however will be necessary a lobe endomorphism (Ricci
at and conformally semi-at spaces or heavens[12,13]).
Remark 5.8 The case of Einstein equations with -term is assumed in the proposition
5.6. The vanishing of -term may be ensured by additional requirement for one of the
halves of curvature endomorphism to be traceless (and then another half will be traceless
as well).
In conclusion of section we shall outline how the curvature can be associated with
eld of transection when normalizer is not specied. Then transection eld determines a
conformal class of metrics rather than a single metric. Hence it is natural to associate
with eld of non-normalized transection the conformal curvature. For, assume that some
S-basis of undotted lobe is chosen (at least locally). The conformal curvature can be
dened as collection of 2-forms 

(W )
AB
= 

(W )
BA
accumulating only Weyl spinor dependent
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part of the expansion (5:3a), i.e.


(W )
AB
= C
KL
AB
S
KL
:
Equivalent denition is provided by the following set of equations:


(W )
AB
^ S
KL
= 

(AB
^ S
KL)
; 

(W )
AB
^ S
_
C
_
D
= 0
which determines 

(W )
AB
uniquely.
The transformation properties of conformal curvature 2-form apparently coincide with
those of ordinary curvature forms 

AB
that are indicated by theorem 5.1 and therefore
in case of normalized ordered oriented transection conformal curvature map can be con-
structed in a close analogy with denition 5.2. It will be an endomorphism of every lobe
when restricted to it. We shall not discuss this application of conformal curvature but
revert to case of non-normalized transection.
It is easy to see that 

(W )
AB
is not aected by any rescaling of S
AB
. Indeed, in accor-
dance with eq. (5.1) if the connection  
AB
is associated with S-basis S
AB
then connection
~
 
AB
associated with
~
S
AB
= e

S
AB
( is arbitrary scalar) will be the following
~
 
AB
=  
AB
+
1
2

_
L
(A

B)
_
L
where 
A
_
B
are dened by expansion d = 
A
_
B

A
_
B
. Then eqs. (5.2) imply that the rst
term of expansion (5.3a) remains unaected by this transformation (that express the well
known conformal invariance property of the Weyl curvature).
One may proceed analogously with denition 5.2 and dene the conformal map
+


(W )
as follows. If 2-form  2
+

2
is simple we chose any S-basis S
AB
obeying condition
S
0
= , determine conformal curvature 2-forms 

(W )
AB
associated with this S-basis and
dene
+


(W )
() = 

(W )
0
. Similarly if  is non-simple S-basis is chosen obeying the
restriction S
1
=  and we dene
+


(W )
() = 

(W )
1
. For vanishing 
+


(W )
() is not
dened. (The `dotted' case does not require a separate explanation of course.)
There is a problem with this denition however. One may show that in case of simple
 we obtain in fact not a single value but the `conformal class' of 2-forms, i.e.
+


(W )
is
dened up to arbitrary nonzero complex factor. On the other hand 's that dier by a
factor will be sent by
+


(W )
-map to the same `conformal class' of 2-forms. Thus it is
natural to assume that
+


(W )
acts on the projective lobe space (i.e. the set of classes of
nonzero


2
elements when proportional elements are considered to be equivalent) and
maps it into itself.
When we consider non-simple arguments the situation is dierent. Now
+


(W )
()
is dened up to sign and elements distinguished by sign have the same image. Here the
conformal curvature map acts obviously on
+

2
quotient by Z
2
.
We obtain the pair of maps with apparently encode all the information on the confor-
mal curvature associated with conformal metric which in turn is determined by transection.
It is not quite clear however what would be the best way to incorporate these maps to a
single one or, to be more exact, how properly describe the set on which it acts. Probably it
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is reasonable to consider the set of simple S-forms as boundary of the set of non-simple ones
and represent the quotient sets mentioned above as some projective space with boundary.
This problem remains still open however.
6. Reality conditions
Up to now we have dealt with linear spaces over the eld of complex numbers (even if
underlying manifold is real). It was an essential restriction because most relations stated
above fail when one passes to case of real spaces. Indeed, the algebraic proofs often require
to solve quadratic equations which in real case may have no solutions.
In general the metric implied by transection (together with associated S-forms, tet-
rads, etc.) is complex valued even if it is evaluated on the space of real vectors. But
sometimes it might turn out that the conformal class of metrics associated with transection
contains a real one and correspondingly normalized ordered oriented transection yields a
real metric. The goal of this section is to describe the necessary and sucient conditions
implying such a situation which is of the main physical interest.
One may consider the complex holomorphic or real 4-manifolds. In former case the
(n; 0) dierential forms bundles are used and the metric (1.11) will be complex holomorphic.
It latter case complexied bundles are used instead. Then the metric (1.11) will be generally
complex as well (as bilinear function on a tensorial square T
R

 T
R
of the real tangent
space T
R
) but a case of real metric is also possible.
The complexication of cotangent and higher degree Grassmann bundles naturally
arises in the intermediate situation when space-time is considered as a special sort sub-
manifold (real slice, see for example [50]) embedded into some 4-complex-dimensional
holomorphic manifold endowed with holomorphic (not Kahlerian) metric. The importance
of complex holomorphic Riemannian spaces is in part due to the fact that in many cases
real Einstein spaces, especially vacua and electrovacs, may be interpreted, at least locally,
as real slices of holomorphic solutions of (suitably modied) `complex' Einstein equations
[50]. Indeed, most of the vacuum and electrovac metrics involves only real analytical func-
tions of coordinates and parameters and it is sucient to allow latter to be complex to
obtain a local complex holomorphic Einstein space-time.
Conversely when each of the complex coordinates is restricted to some 1-dimensional
submanifold of the complex plane a real metric may sometimes result, the Einstein equa-
tions remaining valid. Furthermore if we begin with a real metric a dierent metric may
be obtained and relations between dierent classes of space-times may be established.
Another useful trick is to divide the problem of the searching for solutions of Einstein
equations into two steps: at rst, to construct the complex solution and, at second, to try
to nd its real slices.
The method of restriction of the holomorphic space to a real slice naturally puts into
consideration the complexication of the cotangent bundle and its derivatives rather that
real ones as the pull-back of the corresponding holomorphic bundles under the embedding
map. A `restriction' (pull-back in fact) of the transection bundle is done in a natural way
and transection elds on the holomorphic space-time induce transection elds on a real
slice.
Let us consider a real 4-dimensional manifold (possibly a real slice of some holomorphic
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manifold) and a foliation
+

2
of complex valued 2-forms on it. Let the eld of transections
of
+

2
be given.
The following simple statement
o Lemma 6.1 If  ^  = 0 =  ^  for some nonzero  2
+

2
;  2
 

2
then there
exist local tted S-bases such that  = S
0
;  = S
0
.
.
is useful in proof of the theorem which claries the condition ensuring existence of real
metric in the conformal class implied by transection eld:
o Theorem 6.2 The local eld of transections on a real 4-manifold satises condition
+

2

 

2
(equivalent to
 

2

+

2
) if and only if the corresponding conformal metric class
contains a real metric of Lorentz signature.
Such a property of transection can be named conjugating symmetry. Of course, the
inclusions can be replaced by equalities here.
Remark 6.3 The normalized oriented ordered transection eld will determine a real
metric if additionally normalizer is real.
o Corollary 6.4 Under the conditions of the theorem 6.2 there exist such S-bases of
undotted and dotted lobe that
S
AB
= S
_
A
_
B
(0
c:c:
 
!
_
0; 1
c:c:
 
!
_
1);
(6:1)
moreover, they are tted by such a basis 
A
_
B
of  that

A
_
B
= 
B
_
A
(0
c:c:
 
!
_
0; 1
c:c:
 
!
_
1):
(6:2)
(\Hermitian" property of tetrad).
Of course, on case of conjugating symmetry S-bases and tetrads that do not obey eqs.
(6.1,2) may be used as well.
o Corollary 6.5 Any nonzero element of either
+

2
or
 

2
may be neither real nor
pure imaginary. Moreover, its real and imaginary parts are linearly independent.
Due to theorem 6.2 the theorem 3.5' can be complemented by the following its coun-
terpart:
o Theorem 6.6 The set of local (complex-)conformal classes of real Lorentz signature
metrics is in 1-to-2 correspondence with local elds
?

2
of subspaces in complexied
foliation 
2
of 2-forms such that
(i)
?

2
does not contain simplest subspaces,
(ii)
?

2
obeys equation
?

2
^
?

2
= 0 and
(iii) 
2

?

2
+
?

2
.
The correspondence is 1-to-2 because subspaces
?

2
and
?

2
determine the same con-
formal metric class.
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It seems to exist no more simple `reality' condition excluding maybe the case of `real
lobes'


2
=


2
only (see also [32]). The collection of properties (i-iii) distinguishing
Lorentz transections seems to be remarkably natural.
In the conjugation-symmetric case, it is possible to distinguish among all pairs of tted
S-bases ones obeying eqs. (6.1) (conjugately tted S-bases). The group which preserves
such a relation is constructed from the following subgroups:
g
0
() _g
0
(

); g
1
() _g
1
(

); g
2
() _g
2
(

); g
"
_g
"
(6:3)
for arbitrary complex ;  and nonzero complex . The squared discrete rotations g
2
"
= _g
2
"
also preserve the conjugately tting but they are degenerated to identical transforma-
tions (acting to S-forms, meanwhile they reverse the sign of tetrad elements) and may be
omitted. It has been mentioned above that both g
"
; _g
"
can be expressed in terms of other
elementary rotations; moreover they can be connected with the group unit by continuous
paths. The same is true of course for their product g
"
_g
"
but additionally in the latter
case the path cat be constructed from the `real' rotations only. Thus g
"
_g
"
belongs to
the connected unit component. Other elementary real rotations in the list (6.3) obviously
possess the same property. It is easy to show that all they can be interpreted as Lorentz
transformations.
We see therefore that in conjugation-symmetric case the group of rotations acting on
S-forms may be reduced to the proper orthochronous Lorentz group SO
"
(3; 1).
The nontrivial Z
2
element involved into the isotropy group I must be taken into ac-
count as well. It can be interpreted either as a reection of one of the spacetime directions
of the space where SO
"
(3; 1) acts or as complex conjugation of the parameters in trans-
formations (6.3) (g
"
_g
"
is not changed in such a case) when considered as automorphism
of SO
"
(3; 1). Then the semidirect product SO
"
(3; 1) 
c:c:
Z
2
arises. It constitutes the
isotropy group in the conjugately-symmetric case.
A simple analysis shows that structure group `component' SO(6; C ) is reduced now
to SO(3; 3) and conformal `factor' C

to Z
2
= f1; 1g. Finally we see that the struc-
ture group in the conjugation-symmetric case is Z
2
 SO(3; 3). Consequently our local
construction of conjugately-symmetric transection has the following global counterpart:
o Theorem 6.7 Lorenz metric corresponds to the eld of conjugation-symmetric or-
dered oriented normalized transections which in turn may be realized as the section
of ber bundle with structure group Z
2
 SO(3; 3) and typical ber Z
2
 SO (3; 3) =
 
SO
"
(3; 1)
c:c:
Z
2

.
It is natural to name latter the conjugately-symmetric transection bundle.
7. Real transection without complexications
We have see above that real Lorenz metrics corresponds to transections of complex-
ied 2-forms space 
2
. On the other hand complexication of a real space is equivalent
to introduction of a twice-dimensional space plus a linear anti-involutive operator J on
it, which is called complex structure. In case of transections however there are no needs
to employ twice-(i.e. 12-)dimensional space. Indeed, the transection is completely charac-
terized by a single lobe, say
+

2
, and the lobe itself can be considered as a complexied
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space. Then its real `source' is just the real 2-forms space 
2
R
. For, let us notice that it
follows from J
2
=  id that < and = are linearly independent for every  2
+

2
and
therefore <
+

2
+ J =
+

2
= 
2
R
. Then the real transection turns out to be equivalent to
the anti-involutive linear operator J on 
2
R
obeying additional restriction
J ^ J =   ^  8 ;  2 
2
R
:
(7:1)
(One may see that J is nothing else but the dualizing operator for the metric connected
with transection). Furthermore the lobes


2
can be dened via J as the sets (spaces in
fact) of formal complex sums  iJ respectively. Conversely if a transection is given and
 2


2
then we may dene J by equality J(<) = = and such an operator will be a
complex structure satisfying (7.1).
We see therefore than one may banish the imaginary unit from the transection de-
scription of Lorentz metric introducing some operator J : 
2
R
! 
2
R
(cf. [40]). This
receipt badly corresponds however with the principle that we have followed to above: to
use subspaces (of 2-forms space 
2
) rather than operators for metric structure representa-
tion. Fortunately, it turns out that one can proceed along these lines in the case of the
description of transection in terms of real 2-forms only.
The problem is to describe an anti-involutive operator on 
2
R
obeying (7.1) in terms
of some subspaces (maybe subsets) of 
2
R
. This can be achieved and corresponding subset
turns out to be a certain projective quadric in 
2
R
. Moreover, this quadric may be exhaus-
tively characterized as a subset of 
2
R
obeying a collection of properties that refer to the
values of binary exterior products of its elements only and if these properties are observed
the unique J-operator necessarily exists. One needs not even assume a priori for this set
to be a submanifold in fact.
Unfortunately we cannot enter more details here and even state the main theorem
because this would require too lengthy preliminaries, denitions requiring some proofs etc.
This problem will be discussed in details elsewhere.
8. Summary
There is a lot of denitions, lemmas, theorems etc. in the above sections. It might
be perhaps not so easy to separate important information from more technical details and
that is why in this section we accumulate and describe in a brief `qualitative' fashion most
of essential statements.
We have seen that in case of four dimensions the Riemannian spaces, both complex
holomorphic and real of Lorentz signature, admit alternative description which refers in
no way to the eld of metric tensor, the central object for ordinary introduction of such
geometries. The notion of eld of transections based on (holomorphic or complex valued
respectively) foliation 
2
of 2-forms over space-time manifold may be used instead.
In each point, transection means simply decomposition of 
2
into a direct sum of two
subspaces possessing a remarkable property to be mutually wedge orthogonal (denition
1.1). They are named here lobes of transection, undotted and dotted respectively, for
brevity. The lobes of transection possesses another remarkable property that exhaustively
distinguishes them as well: they do not admit simplest subspaces, i.e. such subspaces of
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more than 1 dimension on which binary operation of exterior multiplication yields only
zeros (theorem 3.9). Moreover, it turns out that if 
2
is decomposed into a direct sum of
such complete subspaces (see denition 3.1, proposition 3.2) then they are automatically
3-dimensional.
The set of subspaces of 
2
being a lobe of some transection turns out to be in 1-
to-2 correspondence with an open dense subset in Grassmann manifold of complex-3-
dimensional subspaces of complex-6-dimensional linear space 
2
.
Being a `homogeneous' object (direct sum of two linear subspace) transection species
a conformal metric class rather than a single metric (and in turn is determined by latter in
a unique way). It is worthwhile to mentioned here that if one deals with real space-time this
conformal class will contain a real metric of Lorentz signature if and only if the complex
conjugation acts on transection as non-trivial involution. In other words it sends every
lobe of transection into (and onto) another lobe (theorem 6.2). Another way to describe
such conjugately symmetric transections without complexication of the space of 2-forms
is mentioned in section 8.
A reduction of conformal geometry to metric one is achieved by a certain normalizing
procedure. Normalizer can be preliminary determined as nonzero 4-form, a volume element
(real in case of real Lorentz geometry). More careful consideration shows however that
one must take into account two additional relations that inuence the metric implied by
normalized transection. One of them is orientation of lobes. Basically, it is similar to their
orientation as linear spaces and is `reversed' when all three elements of the basis of lobe are
multiplied to -1. In case of transection however there exists the canonical correspondence
of the orientations of each lobe that allows one to introduce the orientation of transection
itself (denition 2.5).
Another relation aecting the metric implied by transection is the ordering of lobes,
i.e. a choice what lobe will be named `undotted' and what `dotted' one. This improper
inuence disappears however if the change of order of lobes is accompanied by the change
of sign of normalizer (which as a result loses the rights to be considered as `everywhere
nonzero 4-form'; but another plausible consequence is that then the non-orientability of
manifold is not longer an obstruction for normalizer to exist).
All these relations interfere and as a result we obtain the notion of normalized ordered
oriented transection (see section 2).
The global realization of the above local constructions can be obtained in frames of
ber bundles language. They are the sections of a certain transection bundle (see section
4).
And the second after metric basic notion of Riemannian geometry, the notion of
curvature, obtains its natural counterpart in a transection language. It is realized as
curvature endomorsm (denition 5.2, theorem 5.3). In case of conformal geometry the
conformal curvature map may be introduced.
We see that the most important attributes of Riemannian geometry can be expressed
in terms of transection without any reference to metric tensor.
9. Conclusion
In frames of alternative approach, the metric geometry has two levels of description
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connected by equivalence relation. On the rst level, Riemannian space in every chosen
chart covering space-time manifold is described by the smooth eld of special 3-dimensional
oriented subspaces of the 6-dimensional space 
2
of complexied 2-forms together with
everywhere nonzero 4-form, the normalizer. Such an aggregate realizes the local eld of
normalized ordered oriented transection. Its specication is sucient for determination of
local metric geometry.
In the intersections of charts the pairs fsubspace,normalizergmust either coincide or be
equivalent in a way described in denition 2.7. Then they constitute global eld of normal-
ized ordered oriented transections. In more rigorous terms such elds may be also dened
as the sections of the ber bundle over space-time manifold with, in complex holomor-
phic case, structure group C

SO(6; C )= and typical ber C

SO(6; C )=f(SO(3; C )
SO(3; C ))
j
Z
2
g, and, in Lorentz case, structure group Z
2
 SO(3; 3) and typical ber
Z
2
 SO (3; 3) =
 
SO
"
(3; 1) 
c:c:
Z
2

.
Although these basic objects seems to be somewhat unusual there is a number of
relations that allows one to translate to transection language most of notions existing in
frames of standard metric description. Sometimes they may seems even a bit surprising. As
an interesting example we have the following criterion distinguishing the type of covector:
(i) the real 1-form h is timelike if and only if there exist no such simple nonzero elements
 2
+

2
that h ^ < = 0;
(ii) it is spacelike if and only if there is a simple nonzero  2
+

2
such that h ^ < = 0
but there is no simple nonzero  2
+

2
such that h ^  = 0;
(ii) h is null if and only if there exist a simple nonzero  2
+

2
such that h ^  = 0.
Another important property admitting simple representation in terms of transections
is geodetic one.
The second and more practical level of description of Riemannian structures in terms of
transections (but without explicit use of this notion if desirable) is provided by introduction
of nontrivial redundancy group, group of rotations. Then in spite of transection lobes the
S-bases dened up to this group transformations are introduced. Such a formulation is well
known and used in solving of many problems. The sets of S-forms are most often referred
to as spaces of self- and anti-self-dual 2-forms. It is worth noting that introduction of S-
bases does not require any additional requirements and locally is possible for every given
transection eld. Another relevant remark is that S-forms contains all the information on
transection and when they are chosen the latter notion may be abandoned.
The S-forms can be used for construction of metric, but in principle this is not nec-
essary for determination (and calculation) of such objects as connection and curvature
forms. They may be obtained independently by means of eqs. (5.1-3) and inversely dotted
ones. These equations are often used in practical computations. In case of real Lorentz
geometry a useful `complexication' is achieved and approximately twofold decreasing (at
least formal but sometimes of decisive importance) of a number of eld equations results.
A similar eect is observed in case of complex holomorphic geometry as well. There is
no `complexication' here of course but a simplication is achieved because it is sucient
to specify only half of the family of geometric objects (say, undotted ones) solving relevant
equations and then all the geometry can be reconstructed together with the second half.
Thus the transection formalism combines both `abstract' method of the global ge-
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ometry description in terms of sections of some ber bundles and local representation of
basic geometrical objects in the exterior forms language in a way rather convenient for
various applications. Its power seems to be compatible with one of the standard geometry
representation in terms of metric tensor.
It is dicult now to claim something denite on the comparative advantages and
disadvantages of both descriptions of metricity. It seems clear however that transection
approach is worthy of further investigations.
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